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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This problem is concerned with an attempt to discover normatively 
and partially the nature and extent of education in tuberculosis 
sanatoria of all the New England states, and to make the results of 
the study understandable and available to those persons who are 
interested• 
The author became interested in this study as a young ex-high 
school teacher under treatment in a tuberculosis sanatorium. Irksome 
idling was noted among intelligent patients who tried to fill up 
endless time through desultory reading. Some patients had not finished 
high school; to study authorized text books for accredited secondary 
courses concurrent with their cure would have been constructive 
profitable activity. Also, various studies would shorten their period 
of rehabilitation after being discharged from the sanatorium. 
Since the author himself felt a need for such activity, the 
decision was made to center a master’s problem on education in 
tuberculosis sanatoria in New England. On seeing the organization of 
material uncovered, the education directors of individual sanatoria 
might be able to compare their facilities with others in this area as 
a basis for improvement. 
During brief vacation furloughs from the sanatorium, visits were 
made to Yale University Library and the New York Public Library. 
Material was found concerning the medical treatment and the history 
of the educational rehabilitation of the tuberculous in Europe and 
in the United States, 
3 
Several pamphlets described the intensive work being done by 
the Rehabilitation Guild of the Saranac Lake Sanatorium, Also uncovered 
were a limited nation-wide survey and a local California survey made in 
1938. Research on previous studies did not disclose an intensive survey 
of the New England sanatoria. 
It is the aim of the study which is presented here to reveal the 
situation of the several areas comprising the education of hew England 
tubercular patients in 1952. Recommendations are made with the hope 
that improvement may be made in the cases where conditions are below 
average• 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OP tfiORLD TUBERCULOSIS EDUCATION 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF WORLD TUBERCULOSIS EDUCATION 
The first step in specialized individualized education for 
physically below-par children was the open-air school combining 
virtues of fresh air, rest and ideal diet with ordinary school 
routine, ventilation, supervised rest and diet. Open-air schools 
were for children susceptible to tuberculosis, anemia, heart 
disease or undernourishment. 
The open-air school introduced a new idea into education: a 
sound, healthy body is a requisite for sound mental development. 
Before this, the stress was training of the mind, the physically 
incompetent competing with the physically well. 
The open-air school developed because of: 
1) discovery of the organism causing tuberculosis, 
2) discovery that fresh air, rest and nourishing food 
were the most effective treatment. Robert Koch, a 
German bacteriologi 
tubercle bacillus.'> 
In 1873, Edward Trudeau, a promising young American physician,, 
was told he had but two months to live because of tuberculosis. He 
went off to the Adirondacks to die, but the enforced regimen of rest 
and diet caused an improvement. Other doctors sent patients -with him 
later and thus developed the Trudeau Sanatorium. As a result of the 
“success of the treatment, many people became interested and the 
1} in 1882 discovered the 
(1) Hawes, J.3., 2nd, M.D. Tuberculosis and the Community. New York: 
American Book Company, 1915. p. 22. 
so-called sanatorium treatment spread. The development added impetus to 
interest already growing in child health and in means of preventing the 
(2) 
spread of tuberculosis among children,' ' 
The first classes for tuberculous children were started in Padua, 
Italy, in Berlin and in Vienna in 1902 and 1903. The first institution 
to be designated as an open-air school, however, was established in 
Charlottensburg, a suburb of Berlin, in 1904, This school was intended 
not only for the tuberculous, but for other sickly children as well. 
Wooden buildings suitable for the accomodation of 120 pupils were 
(3 ) 
erected in a large, pine forest on the outskirts of the town.' * 
Two buildings containing five classrooms, used for instruction 
in very cold or unpleasant weather, were closed on all sides and 
another building was open on trie south side only. These last were used 
in pleasant weather. The buildings were furnished with tables and 
benches and reclining chairs which could be taken out-of-doors. There 
were smaller buildings for the shower baths, mineral baths, kitchens 
and cloakrooms. 
The session in this forest school was three months in attendance; 
at the first session there were 107 children. Of these, twenty-one had 
signs of pulmonary tuberculosis (but were not open cases), thirty-eight 
had glandular tuberculosis, four had heart lesions and twenty-four, anemia 
(2) Hawes, J.B. op.cit. p.22. 
(3) Hetherington, H.W., "Open-Air Schools for the Treatment of Tubercular 
Children." American Review of Tuberculosis. 1931. p.509. 
(4) Kingsley, S.C., and Dresslar, F.B,,"Bpen-Air Schools,"U.S. Bureau of 
Education, Bulletin #22, 1930. p.24. 
The children attended the forest school from eight o'clock in 
the morning until seven o’clock at night. Extra nourishment was given. 
Particularly competent teachers were supplied so that the pupils could 
progress with regular school grades. 
The curriculum in the forest schools was the same as in the public 
schools of Germany. Such classes as natural science, gymnastics and music 
were conducted outdoors whenever possible. The average class consisted of 
twenty to twenty-five pupils and each lesson lasted half an hour. After 
each half hour there was a recess of five minutes and after each hour a 
recess of tern minutes. 
The publication of the first detailed report of the Charlottensburg 
Forest School aroused interest throughout Europe. Dr. Frederick Rose of 
the London County Council was enthusiastic and he was instrumental in 
establishing and opening an open-air school in Bostall Wood, near London, 
in 1907. Other day schools for delicate children followed until 1911 
when grants were made for residential open-air schools for tubercular 
children throughout the United Kingdom.(6) 
In Italy, open-air school work was begun in Padua in 1902 by the 
Anti-Tuberculosis Association. The children and one teacher were in this 
first colony, but the school work did not conform to the regular programs 
so it was called an ’’open-air colony” rather than an open-air school. 
The so-called travelling open-air school,in which the pupils 
carried portable camp chairs and walked from place to place holding 
informal recitation whenever they wished, was established by the 
interested group in Rome. Yet, the objectives of each varied. 
(5) Kingsley, S.C. and Dresslar, F.B. op. cit. p.24. 
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The Florence group stressed more emphatically the importance of the 
open-air school for the child predisposed to tuberculosis. 
France had started preventive work among her children before she 
established any special schools. Dr. Gancher placed delicate children 
of poor tuberculous parents in homes of healthy peasants where the 
children would get nourishing food and rest. The first open-air school 
in France was founded in Lyon; later, in Nimes, and Dijon; these closely 
resembled the German forest schools. The League foe Open-Air Education 
was founded in Paris in 1912 by M.G. Lemonier to promote the establish¬ 
es) 
ment of open-air schools throughout the country. 
In Switzerland, the type of open-air school which is best known, 
is that in which the sun’s rays are used to heal bone tuberculosis. 
It was common for children dressed in loin cloth and sandals to play 
in the snow. The holiday colonies for health promotion, now so well 
known throughout all Europe, were started in Switzerland in 1876. 
The movement in Denmark for open-air schools resulted from the 
summer vacation health colonies. Norway, in IS11, experimented with an 
open-air school in Bergin. Sweden merely continues the vacation, colony 
idea on a year-round basis. 
In Holland, the first open-air school was a home and garden opened 
at the Hague in 1906 as a home for the benefit of some of the under¬ 
nourished; some school instruction was given. The first school in Hungary 
was established in 1908 by the Anti-Tuberculosis Association. This was 
(7) 
a day school similar to the German forest school. ' 
(6) Kingsley, S.C. and Dresslar, F.B. op.cit. p. 25. 
(7) Ibid. p. 26. 
9 
In Canada, a true forest school -was established in Toronto in 
1912. Other open-air schools are conducted in connection with sanatoria 
and hospitals. In Australia, many of the elementary schools conduct 
outdoor classes in suitable weather. (8) 
In the United States, New York and Providence started the first 
(9 ) 
open-air schools in 1904. v ' 
In 1908, the Boston Association for the Control of Tuberculosis 
enlisted the aid of the Boston school board and in September of that 
year, a hospital school was opened. (l°) 
. Locke and Murphy, in their description of the school, stated: ’’The 
hospital school wa^,in the strictest sense, a hospital organized and ad¬ 
ministered as such. It was for the tuberculous only. Competition in 
studies was never stimulated by the teachers unless the condition of 
the patient permitted, and there was no pressure of work for advance¬ 
ment, as in the ordinary public schools.” (H) 
(8) Hetherington, E.W... ’’History of Open-Air School Movement.” 
Tuberculosis in the Public School Child, p.110. 
(9) Ayer, Leonard P. "Bpen-Air Schools”, 7th National Tuberculosis 
Association Transactions. New York, 1911. p.78. 
. 
(10) Locke, Edwin A., M.D. and Murphy, T.J., M.D. "Boston’s Hospital School 
for Tubercular Children.” 7th National Tuberculosis Association 
Transactions. New York, 1911. p.199. 
(11) Ibid, p.202. 
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Minot and Kyams described further the objectives of the Boston 
innovation: "The object of the school is to make these children well 
and arrest the tuberculous process and not to see how much knowledge 
can be crammed into them..,,. The doctor, not the schoolmaster, is 
in authority..." 
Evidently, word of the Boston school spread, for in December, 1908, 
children convalescing in a New York hospital went on a strike and 
demanded a school. ^3) 
The Board of Education at once offered to furnish a teacher and 
school material and so the school was opened in an abandoned ferry boat. 
Later, three more ferry boats were pressed into service. Such was the 
) 
beginning of schools for tuberculous children. 
Some work was carried on here as well as in the colony of Sea 
Breeze at Coney Island, a camp for summer treatment of children. (^) 
These early schools had very little equipment compared to the 
modern sunshine or open-air school, but they were successful in 
giving to many poor children a chance for happiness and health, perhaps 
even for life. 
(12) Minot, James J., M.D. and Kyams, I.F. "Boston’s Outdoor School." 
7th Annual Tuberculosis Association Transactions. New York, 1911. p.91. 
(13) Ayer, Leonard P. op. cit. p. 79. 
(14) Newton, C.A. "Facilities for Elementary and Secondary Education in 
Tuberculosis Sanatoria." Master’s Thesis. Syracuse University, 1939. p.l. 
(15) Meier, E.L. "Living Health in an Open Window Room." Hygeia 
(September, 1936) p. 54. 
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In some schools, equipment was provided by the school board or the 
tuberculosis association. The cots for rest periods or sleeping bags were 
sometimes furnished by parents, but more often by the association. Rest 
and nourishing food were both thought to be essentials; rest periods and 
the mid-afternoon lunch were universally provided. The amount of 
additional food given these children varied as did the length of the 
rest periods. ) 
The mental improvement resulting from attendance in the open-air 
school is hardly less important than the physical. Children who were 
listless, apathetic and retarded became interested and attentive. The 
open-air school has satisfactorily demonstrated that sickly children 
under proper care can make as satisfactory progress on a three- hour 
school day program as can healthy children on a five-hour program. 
Since about ten to fifteen per cent of the school population is pre¬ 
disposed to tuberculosis, the open-air school plays an important role# 
The movement for open-air schools spread throughout the country 
■until in 1926 the national file of the open-air schools maintained at 
the office of the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund showed 245 cities 
in 58 states having a total of 1006 open-air schools and open-window 
rooms with a capacity of 32,024 children.^') 
(16) Meier, E.L. op, cit, p. 54. 
(17) Kingsley, S.C. and Dresslar, F.B, op. cit, p. 26. 
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The majority of the open-window schools were patterned after the 
one at Providence rather than the forest schools of Germany. An im¬ 
portant difference was the type of child accepted for treatment. In 
Germany and England, children in poor health from any cause were 
considered suitable for open-air schools. In the United States, open- 
air schools were designed for tubercular children or those children who 
had been in contact with tuberculosis, and these schools were supported 
largely by societies organized for the prevention of tuberculosis•> 
It was soon found that the tuberculous and pre-tuberculous 
children needed more care than the day open-air school could provide and 
the preventorium was devised as the next step in the movement. Prevent¬ 
orium is defined as "an institution established for the purpose of 
taking children who are under grade physically and who come from homes 
where there is tuberculosis, and caring for them in such a way as to 
prevent them from falling victims to the disease.u 
The first preventorium was established in Farmingdale, New Jersey, 
in 1909. Dr. Kerman Bridges, the Commissioner of Health in New York City, 
estimated that there were 40,000 children exposed to tuberculosis in 
New York City. As an active step in combating the disease a preventorium 
was established in Farmingdale to accomodate 150 children. 
(18) Kingsley, S.C. and Dresslar, F.B., op. cit. p. 26 
(19) Ibid. p. 27. 
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The children to be sent to the school were selected by 
physicians and those children particularly susceptible were seg¬ 
regated, The average length of stay was three months in which time 
it was expected that the patient would be built up physically and 
would be better able to resist the infection in his home. School 
/ 
work was continued during the child’s stay at Farmingdale. The 
New York Board of Education placed three licensed teachers there so 
that the child was able to return directly to his class in school 
after his three month’s stay. (^0) 
Many preventoria have since been established throughout this 
country, some in separate buildings, others organized as an integral 
part of sanatoria or hospitals. 
The open-air schools and preventoria have continued to grow in 
number, supplemented by the open-window rooms in schools to care for 
delicate children. With the increased interest and scientific knowledge 
of the last few years, it may be possible to combat the dreaded 
disease of tuberculosis through the education and care of the children 
of school age. 
Comparing mortality from tuberculosis with that from other child¬ 
hood diseases, it is found that for the group between 10 and 14 years, 
tuberculosis ranks as the most serious disease, while for the group 
between 15 and 19 years, tuberculosis causes ten times as many deaths 
a-s whooping cough, measles, diphtheria and scarlet fever combined.(^1) 
(20) Ibid, p. 27. 
(21) School Health Bureau of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Health 
Bulletin for Teachers, VIII,(September,1935-June,1936) p. 31. 
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Also in late years there has been greater use of the tuberculin 
patch test on entire high school populations. Any students or teachers 
who react positively to the test are given then the far more con¬ 
clusive X-Ray examination. 
By isolating a tubercular person at an early stage of the 
disease, the patient’s stay is correspondingly brief5 and the spread 
of tuberculosis is less among children who might have become very 
seriously infected by a later date. 
Education in tuberculosis sanatoria was sparked to a degree by 
W.P.A. help during the thirties. During and after the war years, intense 
rehabilitation efforts on the part of the federal government for 
veteran patients established fine examples and stimulated interest in 
such work on the part of civilian sanatoria. 
Probably the best example of educational and rehabilitation 
work for civilians in this area is in New York State at Saranac 
Lake Sanatorium. 
The Saranac Lake Study and Craft Guild was incorporated in 
January, 1936, under the Education Department of the State of New York 
”to stimulate and promote interests of an educational and recreational 
character among confined and ambulatory patients as aids to physical 
.recovery.” (^2) 
(22) Cisney, JJS,, and Gardner, L.J., ’’Saranac Lake Goes to School.” 
Occupations Magazine, April, 1937. p. 607. 
The principles of the Guild program include: 
(1) No patient can be allowed active participation without the 
approval of his physician; 
(2) Each application for enrollment is considered individually, 
and the progress of each student is followed closely; 
(3) The Guild facilities are open to the entire community: 
patients, ex-patients and healthy people alike. This helps 
the sick person regain his perspective; 
(4) Those participating in active Guild work must pay for the 
instruction they receive. The cost is nominal but regarded 
as psychologically beneficial; 
(5) In the choice of teaching personnel, patients or ex-patients 
are used as much as possible; 
(6) The entire program is kept flexible and adaptable to the 
varying needs and interests of participants and to the 
necessities of change that accompany any experiment; 
(7) The interest of patients can be arbitrarily divided into 
three classes: 
a) instruction intended to create casual or purely 
diversional interest, 
b) instruction intended to fulfill the need for 
avocational type of interest, 
c) instruction having to do with the patient's ability 
to earn a living after his discharge. 
Patients whose vocational problems cause them anxiety are 
referred by their physicians for psychometric tests and inter¬ 
viewing by a psychologist on the Guild staff. Procedure follows 
NTBA adjustment service methods. 
After a year's experiment a survey was made of the fifteen 
local tuberculosis specialists. Thirteen said ’’Yes” to the question, 
"Have Guild activities in any way hastened the recovery of any of 
your patients?" Only two said, "Couldn't say." Those who amplified 
their replies were very encouraging; it is at least certain that the 
majority of physicians at Saranac Lake are heartily in favor of the 
(24 Guild and are anxious for it to continue its work among patients. ' 
(23) Cisney, J.M. and Gardner, L.J. op. cit. p. 608. 
(24) Ibid. p. 609. 
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Recent communications with the Saranac Lake Guild by the 
author indicate that the original program has been expanded 
greatly up to the present time. 
The author submitted to the Guild a questionnaire similar to 
those sent to New England sanatoria. By return mail they indicated 
that the questionnaire might be answered completely by a small 
sanatorium; however, their facilities and staff had grown so large 
that a breakdpwn of the data requested on the questionnaire could 
be obtained only at considerable expense, however, several 
pamphlets with much data and pictures of the Guild program in action 
were forwarded. 
The Guild program at Saranac Lake has been endowed by federal 
funds which have aided Saranac to set a high standard in practical 
rehabilitation and education of the tuberculous. 
CHAPTER III 
SURVEY OF NEW ENGLAND SANATORIA 
CHAPTER III 
SURVEY OF NEV> ENGLAND SANATORIA 
After literary research had been done, great attention was paid 
to the questionnaire used by C.A. Newton in 1939 in his thesis entitled 
Facilities for Elementary and Secondary Education in Tuberculosis 
Sanatoria. 
The thesis surveyed sanatoria in the United States, The percentage 
return on the questionnaire was 52ft, while in New England only two out 
of twenty-five sanatoria were contacted. It appeared that the New England 
area would benefit by a more intensive survey locally. 
The standard questionnaire,which had been approved by the National 
Tuberculosis Association in 1937, was sent to the sanatoria. The per¬ 
centage return was 88%, Telephone calls gained more information. This 
relatively high percentage may be attributed to the following factors: 
(1) Sanatoria personnel may feel more disposed to returning 
questionnaires to persons in states immediately neighboring. Also a 
final report on the survey was promised to each sanatorium. This data ■ 
would be pertinent in this area. 
(2) Secondly, the questionnaire was addressed personally to the 
medical directors in charge of the sanatoria. If these were not answered, 
a questionnaire was sent to the supervisor of education. If these vrere 
not answered, the sanatoria were telephoned requesting the return of the 
questionnaire. Eventually, the percentage of response rose considerably. 
These telephone calls also determined lOO^o as to the availability of 
instruction in the sanatoria. 
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The questionnaires included coverage of: 
(a) the teaching staff: training, experience, duties; 
(b) plant facilities: classroom location, size, pupil trans¬ 
portation provision; 
(c) organization of instruction: availability of instruction, 
(grades 1-12 J, weekly and yearly class time, accreditation, 
adult participation; 
(d) supervisory and administrative controls: educational super¬ 
visory and operational authorities training, extra duties, 
school affiliations and finances; 
(e) special facilities: library and psychiatric, maintenance of 
case histories, subjects for adults, guidance service. 
The components of each item are classified, separated and 
tabularly presented. Commentaries are drawn on the presentation of 
each item. 
An overview of all items is presented with recommendations 
being made for the general advancement of facilities and personnel 
towards the betterment of educational provisions for the individual 
sanatorium patient. 
The results of the survey show the nature and extent of New 
England educational facilities, with the results being made available 
in summaries to all sanatoria and to those persons who are interested. 
Twenty-one sanatoria returned the questionnaire which was sent 
March 21, 1952. Two sanatoria sent brief letters summarizing limited 
activities. Since they do not generally maintain instruction nor 
ansvjer the items of the questionnaire, the individual tables of 
this problem do not include them; but their letters are found in the 
appendix. Information was gained by telephone only from those 
sanatoria. 
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Out of twenty-five sanatoria, fifteen reported that in¬ 
struction is maintained at their institutions; eleven of these 
sanatoria sent substantial data. Eight sanatoria did not report 
any instruction while two maintain instruction by correspondence 
courses only. 
Seven sanatoria do not have any elementary child patients, 
while two sanatoria do not have adult patients. Two sanatoria 
provide secondary instruction for their adolescent patients only. 
One sanatorium provides elementary instruction for children only. 
In order to facilitate tabulation of data, the following 
code letters were used to identify various sanatoria to which 
questionnaires were sent. 
A. Undercliff Sanatorium, Meriden, Connecticut 
B. Seaside Sanatorium, Waterford, Connecticut 
C. North Reading State Sanatorium, North Wilmington, Massachusetts 
D. New England Peabody Home for Crippled Children, Newton 
Center, Massachusetts 
E. Lakeville State Sanatorium, Middleboro, Massachusetts 
F. Rhode Island State Sanatorium, Wallum Lake, Rhode Island 
G. Central Maine Sanatorium, Fairfield, Maine 
E. Western Maine Sanatorium, Greenwood Mountain, Maine 
I. Northern Maine Sanatorium, Presque Isle, Maine 
J. Westfield State Sanatorium, Westfield, Massachusetts 
K. New Hampshire State Sanatorium, Glencliff, New Hampshire 
L. Jewish Tuberculosis Sanatorium, Rutland, Massachusetts 
21 - 
The following sanatoria were contacted by questionnaire, 
letter and telephone. Information wras gained from them but 
formal questions were not filled out. The following code 
letters are used to identify them: 
M. Vermont Sanatorium, Pittsford, Vermont 
IT. Washington County Sanatorium, Barre, Vermont 
O. Cedarcrest Sanatorium, Hartford, Connecticut 
P. Uncas-on-Thames Sanatorium, Norwich, Connecticut 
Q. Laurel Heights Sanatorium, Shelton, Connecticut 
R. Gaylord Farm Sanatorium, Wallingford, Connecticut 
S. Bangor Sanatorium, Bangor, Maine 
T. Rutland State Sanatorium, Rutland, Massachusetts 
U. The Channing Home, Boston, Massachusetts 
V. Sassaquin Sanatorium, New Bedford, Massachusetts 
W. Pittsfield Anti-Tuberculosis Hospital, Pittsfield, 
Massachusetts 
X. Pembroke Sanatorium, Concord, New Hampshire 
Y. Killsgrove Sanatorium, Warwick, Rhode Island 
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TABLE I 
Summary of the limitations of instruction at individual sanatoria 
and completeness of information received. 
Is 
instruction 
maintained 
Yes No 
Question¬ 
naire 
complete 
Yes No 
/ 
Part 
Infor¬ 
mation 
gained by 
tele- 
Quest. Letter phone 
No elem. 
child 
patients 
No 
adult 
patients Comments 
A. X X X 
B. X X X 
C. X X X X 
D. X X X X 
E. X X X 
F. X X X 
G. X X X X Secondary in¬ 
struction for 
adolescents only 
E. X X X 
I. X X X Elem, instruction 
for children only 
J. X X X X Adult patients 
only 
K. X X X 
4 
X Adult patients 
only. Correspon¬ 
dence only. 
L. X X X Corresponcence 
courses only 
M. X X X Oc. therapist 
teaches necessary 
secondary courses 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Summary of the limitations of instruction at individual sanatoria 
and completeness of information received. 
[ Is Question- Infor- No elem. No 
instruction naire mation child adult 
maintained complete gained by 
tele- 
patients patients Comments 
Yes No Yes No Part Quest. Letter phone 
N. X X X 
0. X X X 
P. x x Ascertained 
only that 
instruction 
is maintained 
Q. x xx x Letter in¬ 
cluded in ap 
pendix 
R. x X X X X Secondary in¬ 
struction for 
adolescents. 
Letter in 
« 
appendix 
S. X X 
V' 
T. X X 
U. x X X Female adult 
patients only. 
Letter in ap¬ 
pendix 
V. X X X 
W. X X X 
X. X X X 
Y. X „ X X 
7 7 4 22 rotal 15 10 2 3 7 2 
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Among the objectives of this problem was the gaining of inform¬ 
ation concerning the nature and extent of the teaching personnel at 
the sanatoria. The data presented here include; 
(a) the number of teachers, 
(b) the years of experience of teachers, 
(c) the years of training of teachers, 
(d) the degrees held by teachers, 
(e) the non-teaching duties. 
Nine sanatoria give outline information on their educational 
personnel. Among these sanatoria a total of thirty-two teachers are 
employed, averaging 3,5 teachers per sanatorium. The average number 
of years training beyond high school was 3.9 years per teacher. 
Eight teachers have bachelor’s degrees, another two teachers 
have master’s degrees also, while the other teachers appear to have 
load at least normal school or college training. The average teacher 
lias had two years experience at the present sanatorium position 
and fourteen years total experience. 
The tendency seems to be towards departmentalizing the subject 
matter for the individual teacher. Most of these teachers do not 
have other duties of a non-teaching nature, but some perform rec¬ 
reational, rehabilitational or social duties. 
On the whole, it appears that the teaching personnel of the 
New England sanatoria have met satisfactorily the teaching require¬ 
ments for public school work in their respective states. 
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Another aspect of the problem regarding sanatorium educ 
ation is the development and use of various educational plant 
facilities. These data include: 
(a) the location of classrooms, 
(b) provisions for moving non-ambulant students, 
(c) the original purposes of present classrooms, 
(d) the dimensions of classrooms. 
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TABLE III 
Tabulation of the provisions for moving non-ambulant children 
to the classrooms. 
In wheel chairs In beds Otherwise 
A. X 
B. X 
C. Bedside teaching 
D. X X Bedside teaching 
E. Bedside teaching only 
F. X Bedside teaching; stretchers 
G. Bedside teaching only 
H. Bedside teaching only 
I. X X 
K. 
Total 5 2 
Correspondence courses 
only 
Some sanatoria have instruction only at the bedside, while 
other sanatoria wheel patients to classes in rooms which were de¬ 
signed originally for instructional purposes. 
Four sanatoria which maintain instruction have teaching 
done at the bedside only. Five sanatoria have definite classrooms 
for children. Two of these children’s classrooms are located in the 
\ 
adult’s hospital building and two others in the children’s hospital 
building. Worth Reading Sanatorium in Massachusetts provides a 
separate building entirely for education. The tendency appears to 
be away from the early twentieth century practice of holding classes 
year-round out-of-doors. 
The majority of the present classrooms were designed originally 
for instructional purposes. The average classroom dimensions are 
24’ x 40’, with a capacity for seating thirty-four pupils. On 
summarizing data on plant facilities, it is seen that the majority 
of sanatoria maintaining instruction have classrooms designed 
originally for instructional purposes. The dimensions of these rooms 
and their capacities are about the same as public school classrooms. 
Another objective of this study was to gain information concerning 
the sanatorium organization for instruction. The following items 
were examined: 
(a) the grades for which instruction is available on the 
elementary and secondary level, 
(b) the months of the year and days of the week during which 
school sessions are held, 
(c) the average daily number of hours of elementary or 
secondary work for each student. 
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TABLE VI 
Grade instruction available on the elementary level 
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 Pre-Kindergarten Kindergarten Total 
A X X X X X X X X 8 
B X X X X X X X X 8 
C X X X X X X X X X X 10 
D X X X X X X X X 8 
E X X X X X X X X 8 
F X X X X X X X X X X 10 
G adults 
only 
E X X adolescents 
adults 
I X X X X X X X X X 9 
J adults only 
K adults only 
Total 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 2 3 
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(d) the transferability of student credits to public schools, 
(e) the high school subjects offered by the sanatoria, 
(f) the number of adults taking elementary and secondary 
courses as well as other courses. 
All sanatoria having children as patients appear to have 
elementary instruction available in all grades. A small number 
of sanatoria provide kindergarten instruction. 
Only one sanatorium does not classify children by grades 
but keeps them in age groups based on social and interest develop¬ 
ment. When this varies from mental or physical development, tutoring 
as needed is given. 
Generally, all sanatoria having elementary instruction conduct 
classes ten months of the year, from September to June. A few of 
the sanatoria have a nine month schedule ending in May, while one 
sanatorium ceases instruction in August. 
All but one sanatorium have the same week-day schedule for 
classes as the public schools. Western Maine Sanatorium holds 
classes on Saturday also. 
The average daily number of hours of elementary school work 
for each child is two and one half hours. There is no common 
tendency for time and length of class intermissions. Some sanatoria 
hold them for two or three hours at mid-day while others leave 
fifteen-minute intermissions in the middle of each morning and 
afternoon session. 
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All but one sanatorium which maintains elementary instruction 
indicate that all patients gaining credits while curing tuberculo¬ 
sis tranafer to public schools without loss of credit. The one 
exception reports that nearly all of its pupil patients are 
accepted. Some sanatoria also indicate that the amount of credit 
which a pupil receives depends on his health and the amount of 
work which was completed in the sanatorium. 
In general, the schedule for elementary instruction, which 
is maintained in eight sanatoria, can be compared favorably with 
that of public schools. Due to requirements for resting during the 
tuberculosis cure, the daily number of hours of instruction is 
more brief. However, it is to be remembered that the children do 
mature readily, improve in their social attitudes and learn a 
considerable amount while in contact all day with other children 
and older patients. 
Five sanatoria maintain junior and senior high school 
classes from grades seven through twelve, while three sanatoria 
offer instruction in secondary grades. One other sanatorium, which 
has instruction in grades 10, 11 and 12, mentions that one student 
studies by correspondence, and two others study schedules submitted 
by their home schools. 
The great majority of sanatoria having secondary instruction 
available maintain a regular public high school monthly schedule. 
However, there are some exceptions which include a nine-month 
schedule, and eleven-month schedule, and one sanatorium which 
operates its secondary school the year around. 
TABLE XI 
Grades for which instruction is available on the junior 
and senior high school level. 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Total 
A 
f 
X X X X X X 6 
B X X X X 4 
C X X X X 4 
D X X X X 4 
E X X X X X X 6 
F X X X X X X 6 
G X X X X X X 6 
H X X X X 4 
I None 
J Unanswered (adults 16 
and over) 
Z X X X 1 correspondent; 2 studying 
home s che dule s 
Total 5 5 8 9 8 8 
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TABLE XIV 
Average daily number of hours of secondary work for each pupil. 
Hours 
/ 
A. 2 
B. 4 
c. 5 
D. 41 
E. Individual tutoring 
allows 
as time 
F. 2 
G • Seniors sometimes receive 
more 
H. 1 
Ave. 2.7 
In these sanatoria each student averages 2.7 hours of secondary 
work each day. Study is available also to pupils who are not in 
classes• 
TABLE XV 
■Number of sanatoria having secondary study available to 
students not in classes. 
Yes No 
A. 1 
B. 1 
C. 1 
D. 1 * All of school age z / 
in classes 
E. 1 
F. 1 
G. 1 
H. 1 
Total 8 
Aside from craft projects and bedside tutoring, the main school 
routine out of class is preparation for assignments. 
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TABLE XVIII 
Sources granting a diploma or certificate if sufficient 
subjects are offered for graduation. 
Your institution Local Public School Other 
A. 
B. 
C. 1 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Gr. 
H. 
Total 1 
State Department of 
Education 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Almost all sanatoria teaching secondary work offer sufficient 
subjects for graduation. The majority of diplomas granted to patients 
are awarded by the local public school. All sanatoria indicate that 
their credits are acceptable to public schools. The only factor 
varying this acceptance is the amount of work done during the cure. 
TABLE XX 
Subjects in sanatoria for the secondary group. 
A 
/ 
B C 
Civics 
Am. History 
Prob. Democracy 
Eur. History 
Am. History 
Social studies 
(5 yrs.) 
Bookkeeping 
Typing 
Shorthand 
Bus. Arithmetic 
Typing 
Shorthand 
Bus. subjects 
(5 yrs.) 
Bus. English 
English Comp, 
Shakespeare 
Bus. English 
English (4 yrs.) 
English 
(5 yrs.) 
Algebra 
Geometry 
9th grade math. 
Algebra 
Geometry 
Trigonometry 
Math. 
(3 yrs.) 
General S' cience 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Science 
(2 yrs.) 
Spanish 
(5 yrs.) 
Latin 
(4 yrs.) 
TABLE XX (CONTINUED) 
Subjects in sanatoria for the secondary group. 
D E F G E 
History 
Bookkeeping 
Shorthand 
English 
Math. 
All required As required 
subjects in by home 
accordance town schools 
with Newton 
Eigh School 
All but Any subject 
languages but Ad. French 
III or IV 
or Ad. Latin 
III or IV 
Trigonometry 
or Calculus 
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TABLE XXI 
Number of adults taking academic courses. 
/ Elementary Work 
A B C D E F G H I J Total 
In classes with 
children 0 0 0 0 0 
In separate classes 2 0 7 0 0 9 
At the bedside 1 0 2 0 0 6 
Secondary Work 
In classes with 
children 
0 * 0 ** 0 0 
In separate classes 1 0 10 0 0 11 
At the bedside 0 0 1 4 0 0 5 
* Post-grads commute to New London business college 
** No time for adult work 
Adults take elementary and secondary courses in locations away 
from the children. The location for their instruction is either at 
the bedside or in separate classes. Fifteen adults have elementary 
recitations and an equal number do secondary work. 
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TABLE XXII 
Indication of sanatoria providing other courses for adult 
patients. 
Yes No Comments 
A. X Dressmaking 
B. X Commutation to New London colleges 
C. No adult patients 
D. No adult patients 
E. X University Extension correspondenc 
courses 
F. X 
G • X 
H. X 
I. X 
J. X 
Total 5 3 
Five sanatoria offer to adults courses other than elementary 
and secondary courses. These courses include dress-making and univer¬ 
sity extension correspondence as well as provisions for commuting 
to a local junior college. All these extra courses have been select¬ 
ed on the basis of the needs of the current patient group# 
TABLE XXXV 
Methods other than classroom instruction for adults. 
Tutorial Correspondence on Home Study 
A. X 
B. X 
C. Mo adults 
D. No adults 
■ E. X X 
F. X 
G. X 
H. X 
I. - - 
J. X X 
K. X 
L. X 
Total 4 6 
Questions were not made on the health or educational 
backgrounds of adult patients• A statement cannot be made as 
to how many adults who are well enough to study are lacking 
elementary or secondary diplomas. 
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In summarizing the data on sanatorium organization for 
instruction, it is seen that all sanatoria having children as 
patients have elementary instruction available in all grades. 
Most sanatoria classify children by grades. 
Most sanatoria teach their elementary and secondary classes 
five days a week and ten months a year. The average elementary 
patient receives 2.5 hours instruction compared with the secondary 
school patient’s 2.7 hours daily. 
Almost every sanatorium having elementary or secondary courses 
maintains that all patients transfer to public schools without 
loss of credit. 
Secondary instruction is offered in eight sanatoria, most 
of which offer a good variety and sufficient subjects for 
graduation. 
Adults study elementary and secondary work in classes apart 
from children. Five sanatoria offer to adults other courses also. 
Another aspect in the study of education in New England 
sanatoria is the supervisory and administrative control of the 
courses which are provided. 
Questions were asked concerning: 
(a) the source of authority for educational supervision, 
(b) the title and training of the person responsible 
for educational supervision, 
(@) the non-pedagogical duties of the supervisor, 
(d) the source of authority for operation of the school , 
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(e) the title and training of the person responsible for 
the operation of the school, 
(f) the other non-pedagogical duties of this person, 
(g) connections of the hospital school with the local 
public school system, 
(h) the presence of a definite yearly budget, 
(i) the source of finance for the operation of the school, 
(j) the yearly per pupil cost for strictly educational 
service. 
The great majority of sanatoria having instruction indicate 
that the hospital authorities themselves are responsible for super¬ 
vising their program of instruction. There is no standard title 
for these supervisors and it seems that each sanatorium provides 
a different name for them. These titles include: Educational Director 
of the Sanatorium, The Rehabilitation Director or The head Teacher. 
In some instances, sources outside the sanatorium, also supervise; 
these include the state commissioner of education and the supervisor 
of special education in the local public school system. 
As background for their present positions, some supervisors 
have taken courses in rehabilitation, guidance, as well as care and 
education of the physically handicapped. Other supervisors have had 
no special training, but in previous years their experience in 
local public school systems has prepared them for their present 
positions• 
Hospital authorities who act as educational supervisors per¬ 
form a variety of non-pedagogical duties. Among these duties are 
vocational guidance, testing, rehabilitation, patient’s magazine 
supervision and contacting groups wishing to offer recreational 
diversion to patients. 
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As far as the operation of the hospital school is concerned, 
once again the hospital authorities are almost without ex¬ 
ception in charge. The variety of their titles include? Director 
of Curriculum, Rehabilitation Co-ordinator, Superintendent of 
Hospital or Head Teacher, At one sanatorium, the Superintendent 
of Special Education for the local public schools is in charge 
of the operation of the hospital school. 
The training of these authorities includes master’s degrees 
in education, or guidance, training in rehabilitation and 
teachers college background. The hospital superintendent in some 
sanatoria, trained as a physician, is also responsible for the 
operation of the school. In general, the hospital educational 
authorities who are not physicians have no other duties of a 
non-pedagogical nature. However, two of these authorities 
mention community responsibilities, or doing vocational guidance 
and rehabilitation planning. 
The great majority of hospital schools are not branches of 
the local public school systems which in turn do not include the 
pupil patients in their total enrollment figures. 
Two-thirds of the sanatoria having schools do not have a 
definite yearly budget for the operating costs of the school. 
The greatest number of schools are financed by a special state 
agency. A small number receive revenue from the hospital author¬ 
ities, local public school authorities, or the home town school 
department of the individual patient. 
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Most sanatoria did not have available the yearly cost per pupil 
for strictly educational service; a cost of $182.13 was the only 
statement made and this was for the 1950-51 schoolyear. 
To summarize the data on supervisory and operational education¬ 
al responsibility, it is found that the hospital authorities, rather 
than public school officials, tend to perform these duties. The 
titles of the individual authorities are varied; their backgrounds 
show no common training, but all appear to have been prepared 
suitably for this type of work. In general, the hospital schools 
are not branches of the local school system, but are financed by the 
state and do not have a definite yearly budget for operating costs. 
In surveying education in Hew England sanatoria, a number of 
questions were asked concerning their special facilities. These 
data include: 
(a) library maintenance, 
(b) psychiatric service, 
(c) case history maintenance, 
(d) special instructional methods for adult patients, 
(e) subject matter available to adults, 
(f) educational visual aids, 
(g) radio educational provisions, 
(h) occupational therapy maintenance, 
(i) educational testing programs, 
(j) educational and vocational guidance work. 
All sanatoria which maintain instruction have some library service. 
All sanatoria having children patients maintain instruction for them. 
However, two sanatoria which teach secondary subjects to adolescent 
patients do not indicate that library facilities are maintained for 
that group. 
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Also, two sanatoria having adults as patients do not maintain education¬ 
al facilities for them. 
Four out of twelve sanatoria answering indicate provisions for 
a trained librarian. Seven sanatoria do not have a trained librarian 
and one explains that library work is part of the duties of the re- 
x 
habilitation director. Eleven out of twelve sanatoria indicate that 
library books are brought to the bedside so that non-ambulant 
patients may make a selection. 
Eight out of twelve sanatoria answering have either a resident 
or sonsulting psychiatrist. Psychiatric service is rendered by various 
other agencies, including a state division of mental hygiene and a 
state hospital. 
In these twelve sanatoria, thirteen psychiatric consultations 
were provided for children and four for adults. Others were provided 
as needed in two of these sanatoria. 
The great majority of sanatoria answering and having children 
patients maintain medical and social case histories of all the 
children. About half of the sanatoria having adults as patients 
maintain such case histories of all of theqpL. Only a small number 
of sanatoria maintain psychological or psychiatric case histories. 
Sanatoria employ other methods than classroom instruction for 
adult patient instruction. Correspondence or home study courses are 
used somewhat more frequently than tutorial instruction. Some 
patients are able to complete a number of semesters of college work 
by correspondence. 
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* 
A variety of subjects is available to adult patients in 
several sanatoria. Some sanatoria do not list any subjects but 
indicate that their courses are such as selected by the office of 
rehabilitation. 
Among visual aids available for educational work, the most 
popular are sound motion pictures and film strips. Lantern slides 
and silent motion pictures are used somewhat; other visual aids 
employed include posters, displays and television shows. 
Six out of eleven sanatoria reporting have available a public 
address system, central microphone pick-up or similar hospital 
radio system. Only two of these use the radio system occasionally 
r 
for elementary and secondary education. The radio systems are not 
used for adult education. 
Listing of subjects available to adult patients: 
A. English 
Shorthand 
Typing 
Bookkeeping 
Sewing 
Psychology 
B• Shorthand 
Typing 
Manual Arts 
Mechanical Drawing 
Others as selected by Rehabilitation 
C. 
No adult patients 
D. 
No adult patients 
E. 
As selected by Rehabilitation 
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F. 
English 
Shorthand 
Typing 
Business English 
American History 
Civics, Citizenship 
G. 
As selected by Rehabilitation 
H. 
As selected by Rehabilitation 
I. 
None 
J. 
Division of University Extehsion Courses 
English 
K. 
As selected by Rehabilitation 
The sanatoria having radio systems available transmit programs 
more commonly over patients’ head-phones rather than over a loud 
speaker for a group. Only one sanatorium originates radio-education¬ 
al programs at the sanatorium itself. Other sanatoria utilize 
national radio and television networks. 
Most sanatoria reporting offer handwork activities with an 
occupational therapist to at least one group of patients. 
The most commonly administered tests in sanatoria reporting 
are individually administered intelligence and aptitude tests. 
Group intelligence, achievement and personality tests are used also. 
In the IS51 school year over five-hundred tests were administered 
to patients. 
With one exception all sanatoria which maintain instruction 
have guidance programs for secondary school or adult patients. A 
small amount of guidance work is done with elementary patients. 
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The guidance services in most sanatoria are administered by the 
rehabilitation service of the state. 
To summarize the data concerning the special facilities of New 
England sanatoria, it is found that some sanatoria do a great deal 
to supplement the instruction offered to their patients. 
All of the sanatoria answering the question regarding library 
services have them* Almost half of these sanatoria have provisions 
for a trained librarian. In most sanatoria library books are brought 
to the bedsides of non-ambulant patients. 
In a majority of sanatoria, services are rendered by a consult¬ 
ing or resident psychiatrist or by various special agencies. Only a 
small number of sanatoria maintain psychological or psychiatric case 
histories, but more maintain medical and social case histories of 
children and adult patients. 
The variety of adult patients’ courses includes English, social 
studies,business, industrial subjects and others selected by the re¬ 
habilitation service. 
The most common visual aids employed for educational work are 
film strips, lantern slides, silent and sound motion pictures. 
The majority of sanatoria have hospital radio systems, but little 
use is made of them educationally. 
Individually administered intelligence and aptitude tests are 
the most common types given. 
Most sanatoria offer guidance programs which are administered 
by the rehabilitation service of the state. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECCSvEIENDAT IONS 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECCMI.1BNDATIQNS 
It ms the purpose of this study to ascertain the type and the amount 
of educational facilities in the tuberculosis sanatoria of New England. 
There are twenty-five sanatoria in New England and all were questioned 
in this study. It is the attempt of the study to secure the extent of 
educational activities and to make recommendations to those sanatoria that 
have below average facilities, as well as to make recommendations to the 
other sanatoria which do not maintain any instruction at their institutions. 
Summary of the procedure used in this study. The study involves five 
phases of consideration, which are: 
1. Personnel 
2. Plant Facilities 
3. Organization of Instruction 
4. Supervisory and Administrative Control 
5. Special Facilities 
Previous to the investigation of the sanatoria to be studied, the 
author reviewed textbooks on education of the tuberculous and checked other 
previous studies done nationally and sectionally. 
A standardized questionnaire was used, which had been approved by the 
National Tuberculosis Association for a nation-wide survey in 1938. During 
that year the questionnaire received information from two New England 
sanatoria. 
This local survey of New England made in 1952 resulted in twenty-two 
responses. Telephone calls ascertained whether instruction was maintained 
in the other three institutions. 
Nine sanatoria maintain extensive educational facilities. The answers 
shown on the questionnaires have been tabulated and analyzed in this paper 
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in Chapter III. 
Limitations. Before indicating the conclusions arrived at 
through this study, the limitations entering this problem must be 
indicated. 
Questions were not made regarding the educational backgrounds 
or individual academic needs of the patients. Conclusions cannot be 
/ 
made about the lack of certain educational facilities because it may 
be that all the patients in a given sanatoria are high school graduates. 
Also, the questionnaire did not ask for the ages of all the 
patients although some sanatoria did volunteer the limits of their 
patient age groups. Therefore, no statement can be made on the lack 
of elementary facilities for children or adolescents in individual 
sanatoria. 
The questionnaire gives directions at the beginning as follows: 
"is instruction maintained at your institution? If the answer is 'Fo*, 
do not continue but return this blank just as it is." On the basis of 
this direction, sanatoria which did not have instruction returned the 
questionnaire without mention of any special facilities which they might 
have. These special facilities would include library facilities, psy¬ 
chiatric services, case histories, public address or radio and tele¬ 
vision programs, occupational therapy, guidance testing and counsel¬ 
ing. A number of sanatoria which have these facilities, but do not 
offer instruction, have returned the questionnaire unanswered. 
N 
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Conclusions. The conclusions gained from this survey are as follows: 
Fifteen sanatoria out of twenty-five in New England maintain in¬ 
struction at their institutions. 
Among nine sanatoria giving information on their personnel, thirty- 
two teachers are employed on an average of 3.5 teachers per sanatorium. 
The average teacher has had 3.9 years of training beyond high school, 
/ 
two years experience at the present position and fourteen years total 
experience. The tendency is to departmentalize subject matter for 
teachers. Most of the teachers do not have other non-teaching duties. 
Regarding the plant facilities of the sanatoria. It is seen that 
the majority of sanatoria maintaining instruction have classrooms de¬ 
signed for educational purposes. The dimensions of these rooms are about 
the same as public school classrooms. 
Data was gathered concerning sanatoria organization for instruction. 
All sanatoria having children as patients have elementary instruction 
available in all grades. Most sanatoria classify children by grades. 
Most sanatoria teach their elementary and secondary classes five 
days a week and ten months a year. The average elementary patient 
receives 2,5 hours instruction compared with the secondary school 
patient’s 2.7 hours daily. 
Almost all sanatoria having elementary or secondary courses 
reports that all patients transfer to public schools without loss of 
sanatorium instructional credits. Secondary instruction is offered in 
eight sanatoria, most of which offer a good variety of courses and sufficient 
subjects to graduate. 
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Adults study elementary and secondary work in classes apart 
from children. Five sanatoria offer to adults other courses also. 
Information was gained concerning the supervisory and ad¬ 
ministrative control of the sanatoria. Hospital authorities rather than 
local school officials tend to have the responsibility of control. 
The titles of the individual authorities are varied. Their back¬ 
grounds show no common training but appear nevertheless to have 
prepared them suitably for this type of work. In general, the 
hospital schools are not branches of the local school system, are 
financed b^ the state, and do not have a definite yearly budget for 
operating costs. 
To summarize the data concerning the special facilities of the 
sanatoria, it is found that some sanatoria do very much to supplement 
instruction offered to their patients. All of the sanatoria answering 
the question regarding library services have them. Almost half of these 
sanatoria have provisions for a trained librarian. In most sanatoria 
library books are brought to the bedside of non-ambulant patients. 
In a majority of sanatoria, services are rendered by a consul¬ 
ting or resident psychiatrist or by various special agencies. Only a 
small number of sanatoria maintain psychological or psychiatric case 
histories, but more maintain medical and social case histories of 
children and adult patients. 
The variety of adult patients’ courses includes English, social 
studies, business, industrial subjects and others selected by the re¬ 
habilitation service. 
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The most popular visual aids employed for educational work are sound 
motion pictures, followed by film strips, lantern slides and silent 
motion pictures. 
The majority of sanatoria have hospital radio systems but little 
use is made of them educationally. Individually administered intelligence 
and aptitude tests are the most common types given. Most sanatoria offer 
guidance programs which are administered by the rehabilitation service 
of the state. 
The major finding of this survey is that 4C$ of the sanatoria in 
hew England do not maintain instruction at their institutions. 
It has been mentioned that thirteen out of fifteen physicians at 
Saranac Lake reported in 1937 that Guild Rehabilitation activities 
(which include academic work) have hastened the recovery of patients from 
CD 
tuberculosis.- From the point of psychosomatic therapy, many patients in 
New England are being deprived of facilities which would help them to 
pass the time of their cures constructively and with a better frame 
of mind. 
Occupational therapy activities in general offer psychosomatic 
aid to the patient. When academic instruction is included, the full 
range of values to be achieved from occupational therapy is gained. 
(1) Gisney, J.M. and Gardner, L.J., op. cit. p. 607. 
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From the rehabilitational viewpoint, academic subjects which are 
taken concurrently with the cure, lessen the need for studying such 
courses after discharge from the sanatorium. At that time the patient 
interested in vocational work can spend his time in training in the 
area in which his home is looated. 
Together with the tabulation of the results of this survey and 
interpretations, other recommendations are made, 
Reocnmendations are addressed by alphabetical code tot 
(a) political units such as federal, state and municipal governments; 
(b) sohool administrative units suoh as state, municipal and 
X' 
district boards of education, sohool and hcqaital admini¬ 
strative officers; 
(o) hospital and sanatorium administrative units suoh as state 
and looal boards of control, medical and private foundations, 
supporting the tuberoulosis hospitals; 
(d) research units such as the United States Office of Education, 
state research bureaus, research associations and foundations, 
graduate sohools and students, 
I, The responsibility for operating the sanatorium school should be 
shared co-operatively by medioal and educational authorities, b,c,d» 
II, The states of New England should be shared co-operatively by medioal 
and educational authorities, b,o,d, 
% 
III, When sanatoria are designed, some planning should be made for 
educational activities, b,o,d, 
IV, A standard sohool program should not be defined due to the many 
variations in medioal procedures as well as educational background 
and physical condition of patients, b,o. 
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v* Rehabilitational and vocational training should he oo-ordinated 
with seoondary and adult educational programs. b.o.d. 
YI* When class work or tutoring is not provided for adults in a 
sanatorium, the state office of rehabilitation should enoourage 
and finance proper correspondence courses for those patients as 
early as possible during their cures. atb. 
VII. Psychological, rehabilitational and guidance counseling should be 
given early in every patient's cure as an aid in planning a daily 
routine. This procedure would tend to benefit him psyohosomatioally 
and make a more thorough preparation for post-oure adjustment, b.o.d. 
VIII. To facilitate acceptance of a pupil's earned educational oredits 
by future employers it is advised that the high school diplomas 
be granted tby the local high school or the home school of the 
pupil, at his choioe. b.o. 
IX. Elementary and seoondary subject matter should be made available 
to every adult who can benefit by it. b.c. 
X* It is reooiamsnded that a permanent continuous history of each 
pupil-patient be maintained. Data should be obtained from sana¬ 
torium and extra-sanatorium sources, b.o.d. 
XI. Hospital sohools should familiarise themselves with various educa¬ 
tional films available through loan souroes. b.o. 
XII. The sanatoriua teachers should have speoial training for hospital 
school work including special techniques for individualised instruc¬ 
tion of the ill. audio-visual aids, as well as diagnostic and 
remedial teaching, b.o.d. 
XIII. Sanatoria which do not maintain instruction should investigate the 
values of regular tutoring or correspondence oo^rs*s to be financed 
by rehabilitation funds, a.b.o. 
'
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AXV. Yfhen it is recognized that a pupil-patient’s tuber¬ 
culosis is arrested and he is returning to his home 
school, the hospital school should modify the pupil’s 
progress, if necessary, to facilitate re-admission 
to the home school without loss of credit, b, c, d. 
■ 
APPENDICES 
A. LETTER TO SANATORIA 
B. QUESTIONNAIRE 
C. GAYLORD FARM SANATORIUM LETTER 
D. LAUREL HEIGHTS SANATORIUM LETTER 
E. SARANAC LAKE REHABILITATION GUILD LETTER 
F. ADDITIONAL TABLES 
APPENDIX A 
March 21, 1952 
Educational Director 
Westfield Sanatorium 
Westfield, Massachusetts 
Dear Sir: 
As a former tuberculosis patient, now a candidate for the degree of 
Master of Science in Education at the University of Massachusetts, 
I am working on a problem entitled "A Survey of Educational Faciliti 
in Tuberculosis Sanatoria of New England.’1 
Your help in filling out the enclosed questionnaire would be 
appreciated greatly. 
On the completion of this problem, a summary of the study will be 
sent to you. 
Sincerely yours. 
John W. Fruin 
APPENDIX B 
Study of Educational Facilities in Tuberculosis Sanatoria 
1. Name of institution 2, P.0. address 
3. Name of person reporting _ 4. Position 4a. Age of 
youngest person treated? _. Approximate general patient’s age 
5. Is instruction maintained at your institution, YES . NO ?(lf answer is 
"YES” continue with question No. 6. If answer is ,,N01r do not continue but 
return this blank just as it is.) 
(Please answer all questions as of the year. Sept. 1951 to Sept. 1952.) 
PERSONNEL 
6. The Teaching Staff - please write in the following information concerning 
your teachers 
Other duties 
of a non¬ 
teaching 
nature 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Years train¬ 
ing beyond Degrees 
Teachers High School Held 
Years ex¬ 
perience 
in your 
institution 
Total 
years 
experi¬ 
ence 
Subjects 
taught in 
your insti¬ 
tution 
PLANT FACILITIES 
7. Check below the situation which best describes the location of classrooms 
for children. 
(l) Separate school building _(2) Children’s hospital building_ 
(3) Adults’ building _(4) Year-round out-of-doors_~ 
(5) Other (Specify) ___ 
8. Check provisions made so that non-ambulant children may be moved to the 
classrooms. 
(1) In wheel chairs _ (2) In beds_(3) Otherwise (Specify)_ 
9. How many of your present rooms were originally built for (1) Instructional 
purposes? (2) Recreational purposes?. (3) Other purposes?_ 
(Sp cify)__ 
10. Please fill in the following chart with reference to your classrooms. 
Room Capacity Width (ft.) Length (ft.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Organization of Instruction 
11. Circle the grades for which instruction is available on the elementary level, 
(if none go to question 18) Pre-kindergarten Kindergarten 
12345678 
12. If elementary pupils are classified otherwise than by grades, please 
describe 
- 2 - 
13. Circle the months during which the elementary school is in session. 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
14. Circle the days of the week during which the elementary school is in session. 
MON. TUES. WED. TKURS. FRI. SAT. SUN. 
15. What is the average daily number of hours of school work for each child? 
16. At what time and for how long do intermissions occur? 
17. How many pupil-patients are accepted upon discharge, without loss of credit 
by public schools? (Check) All_Some None 
18. Circle the grade for which instruction is available on the secondary level, 
(if none go to question 28.) 7 8 9 10 11 12 
19. Circle the months during which these are in session. 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
20. Circle the days of the week during which these are in session. 
MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT. SUN. 
21. What is the average daily number of hours of secondary school work for 
each pupil? _ 
i 
22. Is such study available to pupils who are not in classes? YES NO 
23. Do some pupils have other school routine when not actually in class? 
YES _NO _ Describe __ 
24. Are sufficient subjects offered for high school graduation? YES NO 
25. If No. 24 is "YES” is a diploma or certificate granted by (1) Your 
institution? _ (2) The local public school? (3) Other (Specify) _ 
26. How many pupil-patients are accepted upon discharge, without loss of credit 
by secondary school? (Check) All Some None 
27. Please list the high school and other subjects offered in your school for 
this group. 
28. How many adults take (1) Elementary work (a) In classes with children? 
(b) In separate classes? (c) At the bedside?_ (2) Secondary work 
(a) In classes with children? (b) In separate classes? (c) At the 
bedside? 
29. Are other courses provided for the adult patients? YES _ NO 
30 Have these courses been selected on the basis of the needs of the current 
patient group? YES _ NO 
SUPERVISORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL 
31. In whose hands is centered the educational supervision of the hospital school? 
(Check) (1) Local Public School authorities?_ (2) Hospital authorities?_ 
(3) Jointly (l) and (2)?_ (4) Other? (Describe)__ 
32. What is the title of the person responsible for the educational supervision?  
What training has she or he had for educational supervision? _ 
3 
33. What other duties of a non-pedagogical nature does he or she have? 
34. In whose hands is centered the operation of the hospital school? (Check) (l) 
Local public school authorities? (2) Hospital authorities? (3) Jointly 
(1) and (2)_ (4) Other? (Describe) _ 
35. What is the title of the person responsible for the operation of the hospital 
schools? What special training for educational operation? 
36. What other duties of a non-pedagogical nature? _ 
37. Is the hospital school a branch of the local public school system? YES NO 
38. Does the local public school include the pupils of the hospital school in the 
total enrollment figures of the local public school? YES NO 
39. Is there a definite yearly budget for the operating cost of the hospital 
school? YES _NO _ 
40. Who finances the operation of the hospital school? (Check) (1) Local public 
school authorities? _(2) Hospital authorities?_ (3) Jointly (1) and (2)? 
(4) Other? (Describe)  
41. If the figures are available, please state the yearly per pupil cost for 
strictly educational service for (l) Elementary Education _ 
(2) Secondary Education _ 
SFECIAL FACILITIES 
42. Are library facilities maintained for (Check) Children? _ Adolescents? _ 
Adults? _ 
43. Is a trained librarian provided? YES _NO _ 
44. Are library books brought to the bedside so that non-ambulant patients may 
make a selection? YES _ NO _ 
45. Is there a psychiatrist on your staff? Resident? _ Consulting? _ None? 
46. Is a psychiatric service rendered by any other agency or institution? 
Specify _ 
47. How many psychiatric consultations were provided for children? _For 
adolescents? _ For adults? _ 
48. Check case histories maintained on schedule below: 
Children Adults 
Some None All Some None All 
Medical case history 
Special case history 
Psychological case history 
psychiatric case history 
49. Are they available to doctors?   Supervisors?   Teachers?   
50. What methods other than classroom instruction are used for adult patients? 
(1) Tutorial? (2) Correspondence or Home Study? 
(3) Other (Specify) __ ' 
4 
51. Please list subjects available to adult patients. 
Method 
(Class, tutorial. 
Course Subject etc.) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
52. Please check the following visual aids that are available for educational work. 
Elementary Secondary Adults 
(1) Silent motion pictures 
(2) Sound motion pictures 
(3) Film strips 
(4) Lantern slides 
(5) Others (Specify) 
53. Is a public address, central microphone pick-up or similar hospital radio 
system available? YES _NO _ (if "NO,” go to question No. 57) 
54. Is it used for educational purposes in (Check) 
Regularly Occasionally 
(1) Elementary school work? 
(2) Secondary school work? 
(3) . School, work, for adults? HHI * 
55. Are pupil-patients supplied with (Check) (1) Individual headphones? _ 
(2) Loud speaker for a group? _ 
56. Do radio educational programs originate (l) At the sanatorium? _ 
(2) Otherwise? (Specify) _ 
57. Row many of the following pupil - patients perform hand work with your occupa 
tional therapist? (Check) (1) Elementary? (2) Secondary? (3) Adults? 
58. Please indicate which tests are used in connection with your school work and 
the number of pupil-patients tested during the year 1951-52. 
Type of test 
Individually administered 
intelligence tests 
Group intelligence tests 
Aptitude tests 
Personality tests 
Others (Specify) 
Number in 
elementary 
school 
Number in 
secondary 
school 
Number of 
adults 
59. Does your school program include educational and vocational guidance service 
for (Check) (1) Elementary pupils?_ (2) Secondary pupils?_(3) Adults?_ 
60 By what staff member, service or agency is this guidance work administered? 
APPENDIX C 
Gaylord Farm Sanatorium 
Wallingford, Connecticut 
May 5, 1952 
John Fruin, B.Sc., 
74 Oakland Avenue, 
Yfaterbury 57, Conn, 
Dear Mr, Fruin: 
I am returning the questionnaire blank on education 
al facilities in tuberculosis sanatoria. We do not have any 
children at the sanatorium. Our education program is a very 
limited one. When we have a high school student patient who 
is able to do some work, we arrange with the Department of 
Education of the State to have this patient receive some tutoring 
from high School teachers in Wallingford. 
Sincerely yours. 
W.H. Morriss, M.D, 
APPENDIX D 
Laurel Heights 
Tuberculosis Sanatorium 
Shelton, Connecticut 
April 17, 1952 
Mr, John Fruin 
74 Oakland Avenue 
Waterbury, Connecticut 
Dear Mr. Fruin: 
I have your questionnaire and letter concerning the survey of educational 
facilities in tuberculosis sanatoria in New England. We don’t have children 
as patients at Laurel Heights Sanatorium - we do occasionally have a few 
teen age patients, but the entire census is made up of adults, male and 
female. We have a library for patients, but no trained librarian and books 
are brought to the bedside for selection through our Occupational Therapy 
Department. Teachers are furnished through the State Educational Department 
for courses to patients, who are able and willing to take them, and some 
patients have taken correspondence courses. 
I have not filled out the questionnaire because we do not have a 
school at the institution. 
Sincerely yours. 
Edw. Lynch, M.D. 
Medical Director 
APPENDIX E 
f 
Saranac Lake 
Rehabilitation Guild 
Saranac Lake, New York 
March 18, 1953 
Mr, John Fruin 
Box 905 
Cheshire Academy 
Cheshire, Connecticut 
Dear Mr. Fruin; 
Your letter of March 5 has been received and we take pleasure 
in sending you under separate cover copies of recent publica¬ 
tions which it is hoped may prove of interest, 
I regret that it is not possible for us to complete satis¬ 
factorily the questionnaire which was enclosed in your letter. 
The data requested would consume more of the time of our 
office staff than could be afforded. In a program such as 
ours, with many full-time and part-time employees, a wide 
variety of rehabilitation services and several buildings, the 
assembling of such information covering the year September 1951 
to September 1952 would prove costly. We should very much like to 
help with your ambitious project. 
Sincerely yours. 
William F. Stearns 
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TABLE II 
Data on training, experience and duties of sanatorium educational 
personnel• 
Years Years in 
San. Teacher beyond Degrees your Total Subjects Other duties of 
high school held institution years taught non-teaching nature 
a. 3' Bormal 5 1-8 grades None 
b. 4 B.S. 1 3 Shorthand 
A. Typing None 
c. 5 1 Math., Eng. None 
d. 6 1 27 Eng., Soc. 
Studies None 
Total 4 High school program started recently 
a. 4 B.E. 6 7 Grs. 7 6c 8 None 
b. 4 B.E. 3 3 Grs. 7 a 8 Many volunteer 
B. c. 4 B.A. 3. e 8 Grs. 4 & 5 Social, Rec.,etc. 
d. 2 24 25 Grs. 1 6c 2 Social, Rec.,etc. 
e. 4 B.A. 5 5 H* S. Eng. 6c 
history 
Business and Science taught by 
supplementary teachers 
Total 5 
Total 
C. 8 Each has normal or 1* -25 yrs. 1 -41 yrs. All grades and many 
college training secondary subjects 
&• 6 B.S. & M. Ed. 3 20 Grs. 3-10 None 
b. 7 B.S. & M. Ed. 3 10 Grs. 1,2,3 Physiotherapy 
D. 
c. 4 B.S. 1 Grs. 1 6c 2 None 
d. 3 Teachers 1 
College 1 20 Grs. 4-9 None 
Total 4 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Data on training, experience and duties of sanatorium educational 
personnel. 
'Years Years in 
San. Teacher beyond 'Degrees your Total Subjects Other duties of 
high school < held institution years taught non-teaching natur 
E. Total, 3 7 
a. 2 23 27 Elementary 
b. 2 11 22 
F. 
c. 2 18 24 
d. 4 B. Ed. 1 ii High school 
Total 4 
a. 4j None 5 5 Comm. & Math. Rehabilitation 
G. Director 
b. 5 B.A. 3 29jr All but comm. None 
Total 2 No children under secondary 
a. 3- summers 10 15 Eng., Math., Latin 
H. \ History, Bookkeeping, Short¬ 
hand 
Total 1 
I. 0 For adults 16 yrs. & over 
J. 0 Correspondence courses only 
K. 0 Library facilities only 
L. 1 6 13 Elementary None 
Averages: 32 3.86 yrs. 6.21 yrs. 14, . yrs. 
TABLE IV 
Original Purposes for the Construction of Classrooms 
Instructional Recreational Other 
Purposes Purposes Purposes 
A. 1. Conference Room 
B. Originally planned for Wards 
To be reconverted soon 
C. 6. 
D. 2. 
E. 0. Bedside teaching only 
F. 2. 
G. Bedside teaching only 
H. Bedside teaching only 
I. 1. 
K. 1. 
Total 10 
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TABLE V 
Classroom Capacity and Dimensions. 
Pupil Width Length 
Capacity (Ft.) (Ft.) 
A. 
B. 40 20 62 
50 28 45 
C. 55 24 30 
35 24 30 
35 24 30 
35 24 30 
35 24 30 
55 24 30 
D. 25 50 40 
25 30 40 
E. 
F. 40 25 75 
10 15 40 
G. 
H. 
I. 45 
K. 
Make-shift classrooms 
Wards also. Second room used for 
auditorium. More than one group 
sometimes work in one room 
No classrooms 
No classrooms 
No classrooms 
Correspondence only 
Average 53.5 24.3 40.2 
TABLE VII 
Months during which the elementary schools are in session 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
A. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
B. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
C. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 
D. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
E« 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
F. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
G. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
H. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
I. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
Total 
9 9 9 9 9 6 1 9 9 9 9 88 
TABLE VIII 
Average daily number of hours of elementary school work for each pupil. 
A. 1 
B. 4 
C. 5 For upper grades and high school 
*2 For lower grades 
D. 4| 
E. 
F. 4 
G. 1 2 
H. 1 
I. 
- 
Average 2.5 
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TABLE IX 
Time and length of class intermissions 
A. No intermissions* Rest periods and therapy come first. All patients 
rest from 1 - 3 p.m. 
B. 15 minute recess in the middle of each morning and afternoon session 
C* When necessary for hospital routine or attention span of patient. 
D. 11-1 Daily 
E. 
F. 11:15 - 2:15 
G. No regular class sessions; all individual tutoring 
H. 
I. 15 minute recess in forenoon; no intermission in afternoon 
r 
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TABLE X 
Number of elementary Pupil-Patients Accepted Upon Discharge Without Loss 
of Credit by Public Schools 
All Some None 
A. x 
B. x 
C. 
D. x 
E« x 
F. x 
G. x 
H. x 
I. x 
All whose health has permitted study 
Nearly all 
Depending on amount of work done in 
sanitoria 
Total 7 1 0 
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TABLE XII 
Months during which secondary instruction is available. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
A. X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 
B. X X X X X X X X X X X 11 
C. X X X X X X X X X X 10 
D. X X X X X X X X X X 10 
E. X X X X X X X X X X 10 
F. X X X X X X X X X X 10 
G. X X X X X X X X X 9 
H. X X X X X X X X X X 10 
I. None 
J. Unanswered 
K. None 
Total 8 8 8 8 8 7 2 1 8 8 8 8 
TABLE XIII 
Days of the week during which secondary grades are in session. 
M T W T F S Total 
TABLE XVI 
Number of sanatoria where secondary pupils have other school 
routine when not actually in class. 
Yes No School routine 
A. 
E. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G • 
H. 
I. 
x Craft projects 
x Bedside tutoring, if necessary 
x Time for preparation of classes 
Unanswered 
x Except homework assignments 
Preparation of assignments 
Unanswered 
Whatever homework is assigned 
Unanswered 
Total 3 1 
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TABLE XVII 
Number of sanatoria offering subjects sufficient for high school 
graduation. 
Yes No 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Gr • 
H. 
I. 
x Program too new at present 
x 
x 
X 
x With home school co-operation 
x 
x 
x 
Total 7 1 
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TABLE XIX 
Status of number of secondary pupil-patients accepted upon 
discharge without loss of credit by secondary schools. 
i 
All Some None 
A. X 
B. X 
c. X All whose health has 
permitted study 
D. X 
E. X 
F. X 
G. X Depending on amount of 
work done in the san. 
H. X 
Total 8 
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TABLE XXIII 
Indication that the courses have been selected on the basis 
of the needs of the current patient group. 
Yes Bo 
A. x 
B. x 
C. Bo adults 
D. x 
E. x 
F. x 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. x 
Total 6 
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TABLE XXIV 
Source of Authority for Educational Supervision of the Hospital School 
1 2 
Local Public Hospital 
School Authorities Authorities 
J ointly 
1 and 2 Other 
A. X X X 
B. X Plus Connecticut Department of 
Education Consultant 
C. X \ 
D. X 
E. X Massachusetts Department of 
Education 
F. 
■v 
X Rhode Island Department of 
Education 
G. X Plus Maine Division of Special 
Education 
H« X Plus Maine Department of 
Education 
I. X 
J. X Plus Massachusetts Division of 
University Extension 
K. Occupational Therapy Correspondence 
Total 2 9 1 
TABLE XXV 
Titles of Persons Responsible for Educational Supervision 
A* Educational Director of Sanatorium 
B. Immediate Supervisor under Teaching-Principal 
C. Head Teacher 
D. Supervisor Special Education (in Newton Public Schools) 
E. Head Teacher and Massachusetts Department of Education 
F. Commissioner of Education 
G. Rehabilitaion Direcotr 
H* Director, Education for the Physically Handicapped 
I. Superintendent 
J. Rehabilitation Coordinator 
K* Occupational Therapy is trying to establish correspondence 
/ 
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TABLE JQCVI 
Training of educational supervisors for present positions. 
A. Director of curriculum in local high schools 
B. Accredited courses in care and education of the 
physically handicapped 
C* College training and thirty years actual experience 
D. Supervisor of special education, Newton Public Schools 
E. 
F. State Commissioner of Education 
G. Six months training in rehabilitation 
H. 
I. 
J. M.A. Degree in guidance 
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TABLE XXVII 
Title of Central Person Responsible for Operation of the School 
A, Director of Curriculum 
B* Superintendent of Hospital 
C. Head Teacher 
D. Superintendent, Special Education 
E« Massachusetts Department of Education 
F. Teachers 
G. Rehabilitation director 
H. Teacher 
I. Superintendent of Hospital 
J. Rehabilitation Co-ordinator 
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TABLE XXVIII 
Special training of personnel responsible for educational 
operation. 
A. M.A. Degree in Education 
B. M.D. Superintendent of hospital works with consultants 
C. College training plus thirty years of actual experience 
D. Those required by public school 
E. 
F. Superintendent of sanatoria 
G. Six months training in rehabilitation 
H. Three years teachers college 
I. Physician 
J. M.A. Degree in guidance 
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TABLE XXIX 
Hospital School Branches of the Local Public School System 
Yes No 
A. x 
B. X 
C. 
D. x 
X 
E. X 
F. X 
G. X 
H. X 
I. X 
J. Adult patients only 
K. Correspondence courses only 
Total 2 7 
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TABLE XXX 
Indication of a Definite Yearly Budget for the Operating Cost of the 
Hospital School. 
Yes No 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
x 
x 
X 
X 
x All State Institutions on a two year budget 
x 
x 
x 
X 
Total 3 6 
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TABLE XXXI 
Source of Finance for the Operation of the Hospital School 
Local Public 
School Authorities 
Hospital 
Authorities Jointly Other 
A. X 
B, State of Connecticut Tuberculosis 
Commission 
C. State of Massachusetts 
D. X 
E. State of Massachusetts 
F. Rhode Island Department of Edu¬ 
cation and Department of Social 
Welfare 
G. Maine Division of Special Educa¬ 
tion and Student’s Town, 
H. X Also Vocational Rehabilitation 
Division 
I. X 
J. 
K. Home Town School Department 
Total 2 1 1 7 
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TABLE XXXII 
Statement of the Yearly Per Pupil Cost for Strictly Educational Service 
Elementary Secondary 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. |2.02/day 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Not available at present 
Not meaningful; custodial care 
not separated 
Not available; teaching is part 
of hospital cost 
#2.02/day 
#182*15 Average (1950 - 1951) 
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TABLE XXXIII 
Maintenance of Library Facilities 
Children Adolescents Adults 
A. X X X 
B. X X 
C. X No adult patients 
D. X No adult patients 
E. X X X 
F. X X X 
G. No children patients X X 
H. X X X 
I. X X 
J, No children patients X X 
K. No children patients X X 
L. X 
Total 8 10 7 
TABLE XXXIV 
Indication of Library Books Being Brought to Bedsides of Non-Ambulant 
Patients. 
Yes No 
A. X 
B. X 
* 
C. X 
D. X 
• 
E. X 
F. 
• 
X 
G. X 
H. X 
I. X 
J. X 
K. X 
L. X 
Total 11 1 
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TABLE XXXVI 
Aids available for educational work. 
Silent Sound 
'motion motion Film Lantern 
pictures pictures Strips Slides Others 
A. X X X Fosters 
E 
f 
/ 
1 B. X X X Television 
e 
) 
m C. X 
e 
n D. X X X Displays 
t 
a E. X X X 
r 
y F. X X 
G,H,I,J,K, 
A. X X X 
S B. X X X Television 
e 
c C. X 
0 
n D. X X X 
d 
a E. X - 
r 
y F. X X 
G. x 
A. 
A 
d B,C,D,F. 
u 
1 E. 
t 
s G. 
K. 
x X X 
X 
X 
X 
TABLE XXOTI 
Amount of use of radio system for educational purposes. 
System 
Available 
Elementary Work 
Regu- Occasion- 
larly ally 
/ 
Un¬ 
used 
Secondary Work Adult School Work 
Regular-Occasion-Un Regular-Occasion- Un- 
ly ally used ly aly , used 
A. Yes ** ** ** 
B. Yes X X 
C. Yes X 
D. Yes X X ♦ 
E. No 
F. Yes * * * 
G. No 
H. No 
I. No 
J. Yes X X X 
K. No 
* Idea being worked on 
** Cnee used for tuberculosis education 
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